
1.  Goal and rationale

The change in mathematics is not so much in what students are learning but in
how they are engaged with the mathematics.  

l The teacher primarily acts as orchestrator of experiences and facilitator
of learning. 

l Students build their own understanding through exploration and discussion.

l Students benefit from working with a variety of materials, tools and contexts. 

l Students develop personal strategies to solve problems by considering
multiple approaches proposed by the learning community. 

l Students are introduced to new mathematics through authentic problem
solving.  A problem is authentic only if students have not already been given
strategies to solve it.  Otherwise, it is just practice. 

The seven mathematical processes identified in the Alberta program of studies
are the underpinning competencies that students are intended to have when
they graduate.  These processes should “permeate the teaching and learning of
mathematics”. 1 As a result, teachers need to see the seven processes as their
content, with the individual outcomes as the context.

It is important that teachers orchestrate experiences for students during their
journey through mathematics so that they develop proficiency with each of the
following math processes:

Communication – Use models, symbols and language to communicate
mathematical ideas in a variety of contexts and for a variety of audiences;  justify
thinking by explaining, defending, and convincing.

Connections – Connect what they are learning with other mathematical
concepts, other disciplines, everyday experiences and the world.

Mental mathematics and estimation – Develop a variety of mental math
strategies to improve efficiency, fluency and accuracy of computations in order
to flexibly choose a strategy to fit a given situation;  judge the reasonableness of
values;  improve estimation skills.
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School mathematics
programs will only get
better when leaders
open themselves and
other teachers to new
ideas, risk imaginatively,
and enthusiastically
inspire those they lead
with a desire to learn and
grow together.

Leadership Framework,
National Council of Supervisors of
Mathematics NCSM, 2008
www.mathedleadership.org/resources/
summary.html

1 From Alberta Education Information Bulletin Math 30-1

http://education.alberta.ca/teachers/program/math/videos.aspx


Problem solving – Develop and apply new mathematical knowledge through
problem solving;  use prior skills and knowledge, models, and collaboration to
make meaning;  create multiple and innovative solutions.

Reasoning – Develop critical thinking;  use logical processes to explore and
analyze a problem;  identify patterns and relationships to make generalizations;
reach and justify a conclusion. 

Technology – Select and use technology as a tool for learning (investigate,
analyze, model, create), solving problems and testing conjectures.

Visualization – Use concrete materials, technology, and pictorial and mental
representations when processing information, making connections,
communicating mathematical ideas and solving problems. 

To learn more about the seven mathematical processes and see them
embedded in a classroom, view the “7 Processes” series of Alberta Education
videos and fact sheets at
http://education.alberta.ca/teachers/program/math/videos.aspx.

2.  Classroom observations

The teacher is responsible for developing a classroom culture that supports the
diversity of student experiences, abilities and ways of thinking.  Within this
culture, students are empowered to be mathematicians that: 

l Take risks – They are curious, recognize that making mistakes is part of the
journey and demonstrate perseverance.

l Attempt to use mathematics as a way to make sense of the world – They
look at challenging problems and use what they know to make and verify
predictions and estimates, and explore possible solutions.

l Solve problems – They organize their thinking, look for ways to solve a
problem, and then verify and prove that their strategy works. 

l Communicate mathematical understanding – They explain and record
their ideas in ways that other people can understand.

l Meet as a community – They listen, talk, question and debate to improve
group and personal understanding.  

l Reorganize their thinking – They refine strategies and consolidate their
understanding as new learning occurs.

The best indicators of implementation come from observing what students are
saying and doing.  Ideally, there would be less of a focus on what is taught and
more of a focus on how it is taught and the impact on student learning.  As
implementation moves forward, administrators should see evidence of the
following transitions in the classroom.  

In the end, all that 
matters is that:

l Kids are doing
interesting “thinking”
(not just interesting
“things”)

l They have a chance
to talk about it

l Teachers respond
meaningfully 
to them

Marian Small
www.onetwoinfinity.ca/
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Questions to consider when observing classes

l How are students organized within the classroom?  Does the organization
match the activity?  

l What is the teacher’s role during the learning?

l Who is doing most of the talking? 

l What types of questions are being asked?  Who is asking the questions?
Who is answering the questions?  

l Who is doing the thinking?  Who is validating the thinking?

l Are there opportunities for students to reflect on their learning?  Is there
evidence of self and peer assessment?

Numeracy is a
foundational skill for
individuals and is
important for society.
High levels of numeracy
are associated with
better opportunities for
life-long learning, as
well as success at work.
A workforce with high
levels of numeracy
enhances Canada's
ability to meet the
increasing skill demands
of the global economy.

Human Resources and Skills
Development Canada
http://www4.hrsdc.gc.ca/.3ndic.1t.4r
@-eng.jsp?iid=79

LESS OF ... MORE OF ...

Teacher as presenter Teacher as coach and orchestrator of
experiences 

Teacher demonstrates (algorithm as
strategy) and fixes problems

Teacher supports students while
allowing them to struggle and develop
their own strategies

Teacher asks leading and evaluative
questions

Teacher asks probing and extending
questions

Questioning for the purpose of:
l Students understanding teacher

Questioning for the purpose of: 
l Teacher understanding students
l Students understanding themselves
l Students understanding each other

Teacher talk Student talk

Teacher validates Community validates (teacher is part of
the community)

Students working individually Students collaborating

Focus on abstract and symbolic
representation:
l Rote learning and memorization
l Practice focused on one outcome

(drill and practice exercises)

Connect concrete, pictorial and
symbolic representations:
l Reasoning and critical thinking
l Hands on activities that involve

models and manipulatives
l Authentic problems that may

involve multiple outcomes

Learn the math and then solve related
problems 

Solve problems that consolidate
learning and/or reveal new math 

Focus on correct answers:
l Paper and pencil exams

Focus on process:
l Alternative assessments 
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Questions to consider when discussing implementation with teachers

l How have your instructional strategies changed as a result of the revised
math program?

l How do you incorporate the seven mathematical processes in your planning?

l What are students doing differently in math?

l How much time is spent with students engaged in activities vs. teacher
led instruction?

l What percent of your class time is spent with students engaged in learning
through problem solving and what examples can you give? 

l Can you show me what type of activities, games, and projects were done
within class time?

l What manipulatives do you use and how?  

l Can you give some examples where students make connections between the
concrete, pictorial and symbolic representations of mathematical ideas? 

l How do you encourage different strategies for solving problems and
doing investigations?

l What opportunities do students have to write about mathematical
ideas in class?  

l What opportunities do students have to talk about mathematical ideas
in class?

l What opportunities do students have to explain their thinking in class?

l What are the different ways students can demonstrate their understanding?

l What types of assessments are being used? How do your assessment
practices reflect the changes in the mathematics classroom?

l Describe the opportunities students have to link the mathematical concepts
to their own lives, other subjects and to the world.

l How do you incorporate estimation into your daily lesson?

l How can I support you with implementation of the mathematics curriculum?

3.  Now what?

“A Guide to Support Implementation:  Essential Conditions”, developed by
education stakeholders in Alberta, outlines seven conditions that must exist in
order for implementation to be successful.  The document can be downloaded
at www.essentialconditions.ca/.

The guide shares that successful implementation is possible in

environments where education stakeholders are committed to sharing the

responsibility for supporting implementation within a culture of learning.

Addressing the seven conditions support implementation planning.
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Shared vision

l Are teachers and administrators able to articulate a shared understanding of
the changes in pedagogy so that they can have meaningful discussions
about the intent and implementation of the changes and develop an
implementation plan?

l Does the implementation plan accommodate the different stages that
teachers are at along the implementation continuum?

l Is there ongoing collaboration to sustain implementation?

l What evidence is there that teachers have changed their instruction and
assessment practices?

Leadership

l Is there leadership specifically for implementation?

l How is leadership shared?

l How have the roles of leaders been defined and communicated? 

l What ongoing supports do the leaders receive?

Research and evidence

l What research was accessed? How has the research informed the
implementation plan?

l What evidence will be accepted as indicators of movement toward
implementation?

l How will the evidence/data move implementation forward?

Resources

What resources are in place?  

l Personnel, funding, materials, technology, infrastructure, time.

Teacher professional growth

In order to be effective, teacher professional learning needs to be targeted and
coordinated to align with their professional growth plan.

Indicators of teacher growth include:

l Understanding of current research.

l Receptive to change, personal reflection on growth. 

l Seeks opportunities for lifelong learning and growth, e.g.:

l Self-assessment of learning needs and reflection on professional growth.

l Ongoing job-embedded professional learning.

l Collaboration, dialogue and classroom visitations. 

l Mentoring and coaching.

l Takes risks, is innovative and incorporates new ideas.

Mathematical
knowledge develops
through interactions
and conversations
between individuals.
It is a social activity.

Models of Intervention in
Mathematics: Reweaving the Tapestry
Catherine Fosnot
National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 2010
www.nctm.org/catalog/product.
aspx?id=13788
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What supports are in place for teacher professional growth?

l What are teacher learning needs?

l What professional learning opportunities need to be planned to meet
these needs?

l To what extent will these learning opportunities involve working directly
with other teachers in classrooms with students to apply and share
practices that reflect the pedagogical shift described in the revised
mathematics program?

l To what extent do supervision practices align with teacher professional
growth?

Time

Implementation involves pedagogical shifts and occurs in stages.  As a result,
sustainable implementation requires time and continued support.

l To what extent does your implementation plan allow for short and long
term goals?

l How is consideration given to teachers being at different stages of
implementation and professional growth?

Community engagement

Stakeholders include parents, school council, students, community members,
businesses, industry and post-secondary institutions.

l How are the stakeholders being educated about the intent of the changes to
the math curriculum and updated on the current state of implementation?

l What role do stakeholders play in supporting implementation and how is
involvement made meaningful for the stakeholders?

4.  Further questions to consider

l To what extent do teachers value numeracy as much as literacy?

l To what extent do teachers connect what they are teaching in mathematics
to past and future experiences in the K-12 curriculum?  

l To what extent do the teachers assigned to teach mathematics have the
required knowledge and training?

l In a job interview, what questions could be asked that would:

l Emphasize the importance of numeracy?

l Indicate if an applicant’s philosophy is aligned with implementing the
revised program of studies in mathematics?
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PD resource developed by
ERLC/ARPDC as a result of a grant
from Alberta Education to support
implementation.  info@erlc.ca
Additional resources to support
implementation, including teacher
professional growth,  of the math
program of studies: 
• http://education.alberta.ca/teach

ers/program/math/educator/prog
study.aspxavail

• Available at your regional
professional learning consortium.

Northern Regional Learning
Consortium (NRLC)
www.nrlc.net

Learning Network
Educational Services (LN)
www.learning-network.org

Edmonton Regional Learning
Consortium (ERLC)
www.erlc.ca

Central Alberta Regional
Consortium (CARC)
www.carcpd.ab.ca

Calgary Regional Consortium
(CRC)
www.crcpd.ab.ca

Southern Alberta Professional
Development Consortium
(SAPDC)
www.sapdc.ca

Consortium provincial
francophone (CPFPP)
www.cpfpp.ab.ca


